4-H Rabbit Activity # 1

Quiz Bowl questions!

1. What does the acronym ARBA stand for? _______________________________________
2. Which ear of the rabbit would have an ARBA registration tattoo in it? ________________
3. What is a female rabbit called? ________________
4. What is a male rabbit called? ________________
5. What are baby rabbits called? ________________
6. Where is the loin of the rabbit? ________________________________________________
7. What are the 4 major fur types in rabbits? __________ __________ __________ __________
8. Which fur type contains a long, wool-type fiber that is used in the manufacture of clothing? __________
9. What is brindle or brindling? ________________
10. What is a broken coat? ________________
11. In referring to coat color, what is rust? ________________
12. When a rabbit gives birth, what is it called? ________________
13. Name 2 breeds of rabbits that have bulldog heads? ________________
14. Which breed of rabbit has bars and bands? ________________
15. What is another name for malocclusion? ________________
16. Name two parasites that rabbits can get? __________ __________
17. Describe Moon Eye (or Wall eye)? ________________
18. Which breed of rabbits have wool? ________________
19. What causes mange in rabbits? ________________
20. What is a dewlap? ________________
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